The implementation of solid colloidal particles suspended in a binary fluid mixture via the lattice Boltzmann method is described. To represent colloids in a binary mixture, boundary conditions for mass and momentum at the solid-fluid interface are extended to include a conserved compositional order parameter. The parallelisation of the fluid-particle problem is addressed, and its scaling investigated. In particular, a numerical bottleneck at high solid volume fraction related to the inclusion of lubrication corrections between closely separated particles is considered, and shown to be particularly acute in the binary fluid problem. Potential workarounds to address large system size and large numbers of particles are discussed.
Introduction
The lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE) offers a very attractive way to study complex fluid flows governed by the Navier-Stokes equations (for a recent review see, e.g., [1] ). This is particularly the case for flows involving irregular and/or changing geometry, e.g., flows in porous media, multiphase systems, or multicomponent fluid mixtures. In the case of fluid mixtures where flows can have highly convoluted evolving structure, the LBE approach avoids the need to track the time evolution of the interfaces between two or more components -pinch-offs and topological reorganisations occur naturally on the lattice. The situation becomes more complex still if solid particles, or colloids, are suspended in the flow. Such colloidal suspensions exhibit a range of interesting properties, and are of considerable interest in many technological and industrial applications (e.g., the food, cosmetic, and pharmaceutical industries).
A number of LBE approaches to multiphase and multicomponent fluids have been advanced [2, 3] , which adopt different strategies to capture the important thermodynamic interactions which give rise to surface tension between the phases. While numerical LBE results for single phase flow are very robust, multiphase flow is more problematic: if the thermodynamics is not consistent, spurious unphysical currents can be generated in interfacial regions owing to lack of detailed balance. While a complete, thermodynamically consistent, LBE approach to the binary fluid problem is still an open issue, the current methods can be used to provide useful results for many problems of interest, provided the errors incurred are monitored carefully, e.g., for phase separation dynamics [4] and droplet motion and break-up in shear flow [5] .
Solid-fluid boundary conditions for stationary objects of complex geometry are readily implemented within the LBE. In addition, a general method for the inclusion of moving solid objects in a single phase is available [6] which allows the representation of, e.g., moving spheres [7] and ellipsoids [8] . These objects are generally resolved on the fluid lattice (they are at least several lattice spacings in size) without the need for complicated curved boundary treatments. Long range hydrodynamic interactions between particles are captured by the LBE and, even when particles are separated by distances small compared to the lattice size, potentially important short-range lubrication interactions can be included for simple objects such as spheres by adding back any unresolved contribution using an analytical expression [9, 10] .
The LBE approach draws its inspiration from lattice gas cellular automata and the kinetic theory of gases [11, 12] , although it can also be related to the standard finite difference methods used in computational fluid dynamics [13] . However, in common with its lattice gas forebears, the LBE has significant advantages over finite difference approaches both in ease of implementation and particularly in parallelisation. In its most simple form, the LBE fluid calculation is easily amenable to parallelisation as all operations, including the calculation of the pressure, are local or require at most information from nearest neighbours on the lattice. The addition of solid particles to the problem adds some considerable challenges to efficient parallelisation. In particular, systems with a locally, or globally, high solid volume fraction require careful treatment; a problem which is particularly acute for solid particles which have neutral wetting characteristics in a fluid mixture. Such particles are strongly surface active and congregate at the fluid-fluid interface. To eliminate finitesize effects or simulate high solid volume fractions, it is often necessary to study large system size and/or large numbers of particles in three dimensions, for which parallelisation becomes important. The aim of this work is to describe a number of the steps taken to achieve an effective and efficient implementation for solid particles in a binary mixture.
The following section gives an overview of the basic LBE algorithm used, while the subsequent sections discuss its parallelisation and describe some results for some realistic benchmark problems.
The Lattice Boltzmann Approach

Binary fluid
The approach followed here is the one based on free energy [2, 4] for two symmetric fluid components, the relative proportion of which is described by a compositional order parameter φ(r; t) obeying an advection-diffusion equation. An appropriate free energy functional F [φ, ∇φ] is chosen which allows a chemical potential µ to be defined and a full thermodynamic pressure tensor P th αβ to be constructed which couples the momentum equation and order parameter in the LBE (the subscripts α and β refer to Cartesian directions). A number of free parameters in the free energy functional also allow the physical properties, such as the surface tension and the interfacial width, to be varied.
The LBE is based on a discretised density, or mass, distribution f i (x; t) whose moments are the hydrodynamic quantities: the density ρ = i f i , three components of the momentum g α = i f i c iα , and a symmetric stress tensor Π αβ = i f i c iα c iβ . The components of the fluid velocity are written u α so that g α = ρu α . Likewise, the composition is represented by a second distribution function, g i (r; t) whose moments are the order parameter φ = i g i , an advective order parameter flux j α = i g i c iα , and the diffusive flux Φ αβ = i g i c iα c iβ . Here, c i is the discrete velocity set which determines the propagation of the distributions between lattice sites in a single time step ∆t. Distributions with different speeds c i have an associated weight w c i and the speed of sound is c s . The dynamics are determined by the equilibrium distribution functions which, departing from [4] , are written [14] 
where the kinetic projector Q iαβ = c iα c iβ − c 2 s δ αβ , the colon represents the appropriate contraction, and δ αβ is that of Kronecker. It remains to demand that the equilibrium pressure Π eq αβ = P th αβ + ρu α u β , the equilibrium order parameter flux j eq α = φu α , and the stress in the order parameter sector Φ eq αβ = µδ αβ + φu α u β . Writing the equilibrium distributions in this way has a number of advantages. The time evolution of the distributions can be computed via a single relaxation time approximation [15] , where the dimensionless relaxation time for the momentum, τ , is related directly to the viscosity via η = ρc 2 s (2τ − 1)∆t/2. Now, an exactly analogous expression relates the order parameter mobility to the relaxation time for the g i distribution. In addition, multiple independent relaxation times can be used in each sector, e.g., to apply separate shear and bulk viscosities in the momentum equation [16] . Furthermore, a number of terms related to non-hydrodynamic modes which occur in the original expressions [4] are eliminated in Eqs. (1) and (2) which improves both isotropy and numerical stability, although some care is required with non-hydrodynamic modes in the order parameter. These issues are dealt with in more detail in a forthcoming publication [14] .
Colloidal particles
The original implementation of spherical particles within the LBE [6] allowed fluid to occupy all the lattice nodes in the system, both inside and outside the "solid" objects. This so-called internal fluid has little real effect on the particle motion in a single phase flow. However, in a binary mixture, it becomes essential to have truly solid particles to prevent unphysical transfers of fluid across particle surfaces which would impact on the net composition of the real fluid (i.e., that outside the particles). This is particularly true if non-neutral wetting is present, when a particle might preferentially capture one species of fluid and hence unbalance the net composition and/or generate spurious thermodynamic forces in the region of the surface. A number of implementations of truly solid particles have been developed [17] ; this work extends that of Nguyen and Ladd [9] to the binary fluid problem.
Boundary conditions, usually referred to as bounce-back on links (BBL), involve identifying so-called boundary links which connect fluid lattice sites and solid lattice sites via a lattice vector c i ∆t. The BBL for fluid density reflects incoming distributions at the solid surface with a correction related to the local surface velocity u b :
, where i indicates incoming direction and i ′ indicates the outgoing, opposite direction. By assuming the variations in fluid density around the particle are small, it can be shown that the BBL conserves mass for a single isolated particle [9] . The same type of boundary condition is extended to the order parameter [19] so that, at the surface, distributions are again reflected with a correction
However, the order parameter φ is not, in general, constant around the particle, so the BBL does not conserve composition. The solution is to add a correction to the basic BBL for order parameter which recovers conservation and ensures correct behaviour of solid particle in the region of interfaces [14] . Similar corrections are required when the particle changes shape on the lattice and fluid must be added or removed with minimum perturbation to the flow. The gradient of the order parameter at solid surfaces is computed by extrapolation along links [19] , which allows neutral or non-neutral wetting to be studied (only the former is considered here).
The BBL for the density f i allows the net hydrodynamic force and torque on a particle to be computed, from which the particle velocity and position can be updated in turn. Note the BBL for order parameter plays no direct role in the dynamics. If two or more moving particles are close enough on the lattice scale that there are no fluid sites in the interstice, the full lubrication force between the particles will not be resolved. In this case, it is possible to add back the unresolved part from the analytical expressions available for pairwise forces between spheres [21] and, after appropriate calibration, recover the correct lubricating behaviour at close approach [9] . There is, however, a computational penalty: at very close approach the lubrication forces can become large, so to maintain numerical stability, an implicit method is required to update the velocities of particles experiencing the additional forces (which themselves are dependent on the particle velocity). For two particles closer than some critical separation r c , this involves a single 12 × 12 linear algebra problem rather than two independent 6 × 6 linear algebra problems for the velocity update. If a large cluster of N particles is formed, in which all members are separated by less than r c from at least one neighbour, then the linear algebra problem has size 6N. In a dilute suspension this treatment of clusters is not generally required, but as the solid volume fraction increases the size of the clusters increases and so the linear algebra problem becomes more onerous as O(N 3 ), and ultimately intractable.
Note that even divergent lubrication forces may fail to keep particles apart at high particle concentration, where the hard sphere problem is undefined [18] and extra short range forces must be added. Such short range forces are likely to be appropriate for imperfectly shaped particles where the lubrication layer will be broken at very close approach. To prevent the need for the implicit update for clusters, an extra velocity-independent repulsion is added: a soft-sphere repulsion is used proportional to 1/h 2 , where h is the separation, smoothly truncated at a fraction of a lattice spacing. It will be seen that in the case of the binary fluid, this type of approach may be the only way to prevent computational catastrophe at even modest solid volume fractions.
Parallelisation
In parallel applications, it is not only computational complexity which matters, but what communication is required. The fluid problem alone in LBE lends itself readily to efficient parallelisation as communication is predominantly local: only nearest-neighbour halo exchanges are required to allow calculation of spatial derivatives in the order parameter for the collision stage, and again for the propagation stage. No global communications are required for the time evolution, and scalability to large problems is known to be good [19] .
A system containing solid particles involves a number of new problems, although communication patterns are again typically local or involve nearest neighbours. The identification of solid-fluid boundaries takes place for each particle, and is repeated at each time step (or at a lower frequency if particles are moving slowly relative to the lattice). The pairwise short-range corrections to the lubrication forces and extra repulsive forces are required, a problem similar to that encountered in classical molecular dynamics. Standard molecular dynamics techniques (cell lists) are used to reduce this to O(N) complexity [20] . Note that the only part of the calculation where the particles actually interact with the fluid lattice is the BBL itself. Two potentially more serious problems occur if the linear algebra associated with the implicit cluster update is required. First, if the clusters are large enough to span the entire system, a global operation is required to both identify the cluster and then generate the solution for the velocity update. Second, even if this is successful, the O(N 3 ) complexity of the problem severely limits the largest number of particles which can be realistically tackled even on the largest parallel machines to some thousands.
Parallelisation via shared memory (and OpenMP) is relatively straightforward. For the majority of the computation, the particles are decomposed in space via the cell lists so that each thread is responsible for the particles in a given part of the system. The cell lists are used to compute pairwise forces and at the same time identify clusters closer than r c . The cell list decomposition potentially gives rise to load imbalance if the particles are not distributed uniformly across the system, but for real systems the decomposition is usually coarse-grained enough that this is not a limiting factor. More importantly, the computation of the pairwise interactions involves a number of protected updates to shared memory which limit scalability of this part of the calculation. For the velocity update, the decomposition takes place not in space but across particles or clusters of particles. Each thread is then responsible for individual or small clusters of particles, with any global communication required taking place in shared memory. However, if the clusters increase in size to the point that there are fewer clusters than threads, then load balance immediately suffers. In the limit that a single cluster occupies the whole system, one thread is responsible for a single large linear algebra problem. This bottleneck could be eased by decomposing the linear algebra problem across threads, but this would necessitate a considerable increase in complexity of the code.
An implementation of the particle problem using domain decomposition and message passing presents more challenging problems in even identifying clusters if the implicit update is required. In common with some molecular dynamics approaches, the use of replicated data (where information about all the particles is retained on all processes regardless of the actual position of the particle) can simplify the programming problem. However, the replicated data approach is now recognised as having poor scaling for large numbers of processes (i.e., large system size and large particle numbers) owing to the global communication required at each time step. If cluster updates can be avoided, then only nearest-neighbour communication need be retained, and good scaling is expected. initially well-mixed fluid. The system then undergoes spinodal decomposition, where the fluids separate into separate domains which increase in size with time. The particles in the system accumulate at the interfaces between the domains and become compressed as the area of interface decreases. These problems are run on an IBM p690+ system [22] , which has shared memory in units of 32 processors. Use of more processors on this type of (increasingly popular) cluster architecture requires message passing.
In the first problem, the full cluster implicit velocity update is employed using the shared memory code. As a simple test problem, a number of particles of radius 2.3 lattice units are initialised in random positions in a small (64 3 ) system. The largest cluster in the system, defined as particles separated by less than 0.1 lattice units, is recorded as a function of time. The results for different solid volume fractions are shown in Fig. 1 . For very low volume fraction, clusters of significant size never form as the suspension is too dilute even when gathered on the interface. However, for even modest solid fractions (10%), the system forms clusters which eventually span all the particles present. Computationally, this presents a completely unacceptable bottleneck, as the linear algebra problem for the implicit update grows to dominate the calculation. However, if the additional velocity-independent repulsion between particles is included, clusters do not appear: scaling in this case is now considered Execution times for the shared memory code for different solid volume fractions up to 40% in a 256 3 system (using up to 132,000 particles) are presented in Fig. 2 . Scaling within shared memory is somewhat complicated on this architecture, but tends to be limited by memory bandwidth (the speed-up is relatively modest because a factor of 32 increase in CPU power is not accompanied by the same increase in memory bandwidth). In this problem, the poor scaling to large solid volume fractions comes largely from the molecular dynamics-like force calculation. In contrast, the results for domain decomposition and message passing (using the message passing interface MPI) are shown in Fig. 3 for the fluid only problem. This shows better scaling on up to 32 processors, as extra code to deal with potential false sharing problems in shared memory can be eliminated. Message passing allows much larger resources to be brought to bear, and for sufficiently large problems, the fluid problem will scale to large numbers of processors. It is expected that this will also be the case for solid particles.
Closing Remarks
The representation of colloidal particles within an LBE binary fluid allows a number of interesting physical problems to be investigated. If the correct lubrication interactions for hard spheres are required then a severe computational bottleneck is incurred even at modest solid volume fractions using an implicit cluster method. This can be avoided by adding additional short-range physics, although for some problems, e.g., hard spheres in strong shear flow, this may not be appropriate and alternative methods for achieving efficient parallel scaling to large particle numbers must be found. In practice, this will be linked to a better understanding of the physics of the hard sphere limit.
